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Topological semimetals, extending the topological classification from insulators to metals, have
greatly enriched our understanding of topological states in condensed matter. This is particularly
true for topological nodal-line semimetals (TNLSs). In the present paper, we identify layered mate-
rials as promising candidates for hosting TNLSs. Based on first-principles calculations and effective
model analysis, we propose that layered ferromagnetic rare-earth-metal monohalides LnX (Ln=La,
Gd; X=Cl, Br) exhibit long pursued topological phases. Specifically, single-layer LaX and single-
layer GdX are ideal two-dimensional (2D) Weyl semimetals and large-gap 2D quantum anomalous
Hall insulators (QAHIs), with band gaps up to 61 meV, respectively. In addition, 3D LaX and 3D
GdX are TNLSs with a pair of mirror-symmetry protected nodal lines and 3D QAHIs, respectively.
The nodal lines in 3D LaX extending through the whole Brillouin zone (BZ) are fairly robust against
strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and located close to the Fermi level, providing a novel platform
toward exploring the exotic properties in nodal-line fermions as well as related device designs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nodal-line fermions1–3, a new type of fermions be-
yond Dirac4–6 and Weyl fermions7–9, have attracted
ever-increasing interest in the field of condensed mat-
ter physics due to the absence of an elementary parti-
cle counterpart in high-energy physics. Topological ma-
terials hosting nodal-line fermions (known as TNLSs)
can be driven into various topological states, such as
Weyl semimetals10,11, Dirac semimetals12,13, topological
insulators14,15 and QAHIs16,17, by including SOC effect
or breaking certain symmetry (for example mirror sym-
metry). In TNLSs, the highest valence and the lowest
conduction bands touch each other along 1D symmetry-
protected lines in the momentum space of the bulk, which
can take many different forms, such as closed lines in-
side the BZ18, extended lines traversing the BZ19, or
nodal chain consisting of connected lines20 etc. The
nodal lines carrying quantized pi-Berry phase are pro-
tected by crystal symmetry or the coexistence of time-
reversal and inversion symmetries, and always lead to
nearly flat drumhead-like states with infinite density of
states (DOS) on the boundary. These unique char-
acteristics generate some exotic properties in TNLSs:
high-temperature surface superconductivity21–23, unique
Landau energy level24, and special long-range Coulomb
interactions25, etc.
Although there has been great progress in theoretical
prediction of TNLSs in real materials with small SOC
interaction26–34, the nontrivial nodal lines have been only
confirmed in pure alkali earth metals by photoemission
spectroscopy experiments35. Owing to the fact that the
non-negligible SOC can always gap out the nodal lines
protected by inversion and time reversal symmetries, al-
most all candidates evolve into either topological insu-
lators or Dirac semimetals. Another route to TNLSs is
to introduce the crystal symmetry (for example, mirror
symmetry or glide-mirror symmetry). However, very few
materials are predicted to host nodal lines protected by
the crystal symmetry36,37, which are robust against SOC.
What’s worse, most nodal lines are far away from the
Fermi level and not formed by band touching of the high-
est valence band and the lowest conduction band38,39. To
the best of our knowledge, the signature of the existence
of drumhead surface states is only observed in nonmag-
netic PbTaSe2
37, in which the existence of trivial Fermi
pockets and some accidental nodal lines results in very
complicated spectroscopic and transport properties. In
fact, more research is needed regarding the illustration of
the direct relationship between the symmetry-protected
nodal lines and the drumhead surface states because of
such complicated band structure.
The revealed TNLSs so far are extremely limited to
nonmagnetic materials despite the discovery of various
topological nontrivial states in magnetic materials40–43.
It is well known that magnetic order can significantly
modify the electronic structure and may give rise to the
nontrivial nodal lines. Considering that the nodal lines in
nonmagnetic materials can always be gapped out under
sufficiently large SOC even in PbTaSe2, the realization of
TNLSs in magnetic systems would be much more desir-
able and significant. Here, we find that layered materials
are very likely to host spinful nodal lines. Guided by
this insight, we show that some long pursued topological
phases can be achieved in layered ferromagnetic LnX.
The interlayer binding energies of 3D LnX are weaker
than that of graphite, which means it may be able to
make single-layer LnX in a very simple and efficient way.
Our calculations show that single-layer LaX are ideal 2D
Weyl semimetals with Weyl nodes located close to the
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2Fermi level, and single-layer GdX are promising large-gap
2D QAHIs with band gaps up to 61 meV. More interest-
ingly, 3D LaX are TNLSs with a pair of spinful nodal
lines nearly at the Fermi level, and 3D GdX are rare 3D
QAHIs44. In contrast to conventional nodal lines, the
spinful nodal lines with quantized pi-Berry phase are pro-
tected by mirror symmetry with respect to the xoz plane,
and can only be removed when they meet in the momen-
tum space45. The topological phases in LnX, especially
the TNLSs in 3D LaX, pave a new way for studying the
corresponding exotic properties in condensed matter sys-
tems.
II. CALCULATION METHODS
The full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave
method implemented in WIEN2K package46 is em-
ployed to perform the first-principles calculations, which
are cross-checked with the projector augmented wave
method implemented in Vienna ab initio simulation
package47,48. The exchange and correlation potential is
treated within the local-density approximation (LDA) of
Perdew- and Wang-type49. SOC is taken into account as
a second variational step self-consistently. The k-point
grids of the BZ with 18 × 18 × 18 and 20 × 20 × 1 are
used in the self-consistent calculations of 3D LnX and
single-layer LnX, respectively. The radii of the muffin-
tin sphere RMT in the calculations are 2.5 bohrs for La,
Gd, and Br and 2.39 bohrs for Cl, respectively. The
LDA+U method50 is carried out to properly treat the
correlation effect in LnX with U = 5 eV and U = 6 eV
for d orbitals of La and f orbitals of Gd, respectively.
The s and d orbitals of Ln are used to construct the maxi-
mally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs)51, which are
then used to calculate the boundary states by an iterative
method52–54.
The strength of van der Waals forces holding the layers
of bulk can be described by the interlayer binding energy,
which is defined as
Eb = −Ebulk −N · Elayer
N × Slayer
where Ebulk and Elayer are the total energies of a bulk
unit cell and a single-layer unit cell, respectively. N is
the number of layers in the bulk unit cell. Slayer is the
area of the single-layer unit cell.
The Berry phase of a ring (`) piercing the nodal line
(shown as black lines in Fig. 2(e)) is quantized to be pi
and can be defined as
φ` =
∮
`
A(k) · dk
where A(k) = −i
∑
n∈occ.
〈un(k)|∂k|un(k)〉 is the Abelian
Berry connection and |un(k)〉 are the Bloch states. The
Berry phase is defined in terms of modulo 2pi.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Evolution of band crossings from 2D to 3D
systems
Both the theoretical proposal55,56 and the experimen-
tal realization57 of topological nontrivial properties are
based on 2D materials (2D topological insualtors) at the
beginning, and 2D topological insulators have been gen-
eralized to 3D topological insulators very soon58, which
are classified into 3D strong topological insulators and
3D weak topological insulators according to the inter-
layer coupling strength. Similar to the situation in the
topological insulators protected by time reversal symme-
try, the nodal lines can also be found in the 3D ma-
terials constructed by stacking the 2D materials with
twofold-degenerate band crossings (called Weyl nodes).
Although H. Nielsen and M. Ninomiya only shown that
the no-go theorem holds on 1D and 3D lattices59,60, the
theorem is also applicable to 2D lattice with specified
symmetry61–63, such as time reversal symmetry. Con-
trary to the fairly robust Weyl nodes in 3D materials,
the Weyl nodes in 2D materials are unstable. Thus, ad-
ditional symmetry is needed to guarantee its existence,
such as mirror symmetry. Therefore, for simplicity, we
only consider a pair of Weyl nodes in a 2D material with
mirror symmetry Mˆy, as shown in Fig. 1(e). Then, the
2D Weyl semimetal is stacked into a 3D layered mate-
rial, which can be grouped into three different nontrivial
semimetal classes depending on the interlayer coupling
strength and the symmetry. For the symmetry-protected
Weyl nodes stacked along a line preserving the symme-
try, the Weyl nodes can evolve into two different classes
(see more details in the Appendix A): Class1, two nodal
loops extending through the BZ for the layered materi-
als with weak interlayer coupling; Class2, closed loops
or accidental nodal chain for the layered materials with
strong interlayer coupling. On the other hand, if the
symmetry is broken on the stacking line, the layered ma-
terial may become a 3D Weyl semimetal, which belongs
to Class3. Therefore, in consideration of the robust ex-
istence of nodal lines in layered materials, it is much
promising to search for the TNLSs in this kind of ma-
terial with proper symmetry.
B. Crystal structure, magnetic configurations, and
Nodal lines
Guided by this idea, the nontrivial nodal lines are
found in a class of topological materials LnX. LnX are
well-known layered materials and have been synthesized
since the early 1980s64,65. Experimentally, they all crys-
talline in the hexagonal layered structure with space
group R3¯m (No. 166), as shown in Fig. 1(a). The ba-
sic building block of LnX is a tightly bound quadruple
layer, which consists of two hexagonal rare-earth-metal
(Ln) layers sandwiched between two hexagonal halogen
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Crystal structure and topological phase evolution. (a) Crystal structure of 3D LnX. The green and
light blue balls represent Ln and X, respectively. The quadruple layer is indicated by the red dashed line. (b) Schematics
of four different collinear magnetic structures for LnX in the primitive cell. For simplicity, only Ln atoms are shown, while
the nonmagnetic X atoms are omitted. (c) Top view of LnX. Each unit cell consists of three quadruple layers stacked in an
ABC-type trilayer pattern along the z-direction. (d) The bulk BZ and the projected surface BZ for (010) surface of LnX. The
grey plane indicates the xoz plane. (e) Schematic of a 2D BZ and the boundary paths used to calculate the Berry phases. (f, g)
Schematics of 2D Weyl semimetal and 3D TNLS, respectively. (h) The interlayer binding energies of layered materials (LnX,
CrGeTe3, Graphite and Bi2Se3).
(X) layers in the sequence of X-Ln-Ln-X. The adjacent
quadruple layers are stacked in an ABC-type trilayer pat-
tern along the z-direction with much weak van der Waals
(vdW) interaction, as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Given that the interlayer distance is very close to 10
A˚, the interlayer binding strength of LnX should be
much weaker than that of most layered compounds. We
have calculated the interlayer binding energies of LnX as
well as three well-established layered materials (graphite,
Bi2Se3, and CrGeTe3). The results are shown in Fig.
1(f), which are consistent with previous results66 and
cross-checked with vdW density functional (vdW-DF)
calculations67. It is easy to find that Bi2Se3 has the
highest binding energy among these seven materials and
the interlayer bonding of CrGeTe3 is as weak as that of
graphite, which is a main reason for the recent realization
of 2D ferromagnetic CrGeTe3
68. More interestingly, the
interlayer coupling of LnX is even weaker than that of
graphite, suggesting single-layer LnX can be easily pro-
duced by exfoliation methods.
Next, we consider the magnetic structure in LnX. Al-
though magnetic structures and the transition tempera-
tures of LnX have not been reported yet, it is reasonable
to expect magnetic order in LnX due to the monovalent
Ln. Due to the fact that the results of single-layer LnX
are similar to that of 3D LnX, we only discuss the re-
sults of 3D LnX in the following (see more details in the
Appendix B). Here, by using LDA+Hubbard U+SOC
(LDA+U+SOC), we calculate the total energies of four
different magnetic configurations for 3D LnX, including
two ferromagnetic (FM1, FM2) and two antiferromag-
netic (AFM1, AFM2) configurations shown in Fig. 1(b),
and the converged total energies are summarized in Ta-
ble I. The results clearly show that both 3D LaX and 3D
GdX prefer a ferromagnetic ground state, lowering the
total energy in the range of dozens meV than the AFM
configurations. More interestingly, 3D LaX and 3D GdX
prefer FM1 with the spin aligned along the y-direction
and FM2 with the spin aligned along the z-direction, re-
spectively, in spite of the small energy difference between
FM1 and FM2 (2.09/1.52 meV and 0.72/1.08 meV for 3D
LaCl/3D LaBr and 3D GdCl/3D GdBr, respectively).
In addition, we have checked the magneto-crystalline
anisotropy energy within the xoy plane for LaX. The
magneto-crystalline anisotropy energy is of the order of
0.0001 meV, indicating LaX are soft magnetic materials
with an easy magnetization axis in the xoy plane. Ex-
perimentally, an external magnetic field can be used to
realize the FM1 state and the topological semimetals in
LaX. So we only focus the topological properties of LaX
with FM1 state in the following discussion.
The point group for the nonmagnetic materials with
space group R3¯m is the D3d symmetry group, which has
three generators: threefold rotational symmetry about
the z-axis (Cˆz3 ), inversion symmetry (Iˆ), and mirror sym-
metry with respect to the xoz plane (Mˆy). For 3D LaX,
the ferromagnetic order (FM1) breaks Cˆz3 and the little
group is reduced from D3d to C2h with generators Iˆ and
Mˆy only. However, for 3D GdX, FM2 breaks Mˆy and the
little group becomes C3i with generators Iˆ and Cˆ
z
3 only.
The FM ground states with different symmetries lead to
different band structures and topological phases in LnX,
as will be shown below.
Since LaBr has almost the same results as LaCl, we
choose LaCl as an example in the following demonstra-
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Electronic structures of LnX. (a, b, c) The LDA+U band structures of single-layer LaCl, 3D LaCl and
single-layer GdCl, respectively. The red and blue lines represent spin-up and spin-down states, respectively. The upper insets
show the zoom-in LDA+U+SOC band structures around the band crossing points. The lower insets of (a) and (b) show the
schematics of the nodal line and cylinder, respectively. The eigenvalues of mirror symmetry Mˆy are labeled. The energy unit
of upper insets is meV instead of eV. (d) 3D band structure of 3D LaCl in the xoy plane without the consideration of SOC.
(e) Two nodal lines of 3D LaCl are located in the xoz plane, which is indicated as grey plane. (f) The evolution of Wannier
charge centers for single-layer GdCl.
tion. The calculated band structures of single-layer LaCl
by LDA+U are shown in Fig. 2(a), which show a very
deep band inversion at Γ point. When SOC is ignored,
the band inversion results in a nodal line circled around
Γ point, as shown in the lower inset of Fig. 2(a). The
nodal line is mainly contributed by Ln |dz2〉, |dx2−y2〉
and |dxy〉 orbitals (see more details in the Appendix C).
Then, when SOC is taken into consideration, the nodal
line is gapped out, except the band crossings of k points
on the M − Γ−M ′ line, decaying into two Weyl nodes,
as shown in the upper insets of Fig. 2(a). As discussed
above, the ideal Weyl nodes in 2D LaCl with the nodes
located close to the Fermi level may lead to nodal lines
in 3D LaCl due to the extremely weak interlayer cou-
pling. In order to confirm the speculation, we calculate
the band structures of 3D LaCl, as shown in Fig. 2(b)
and 2(d). Without the consideration of SOC, there is a
cylinder centered around Γ point that originates from the
nodal line of single-layer LaCl, as shown in the lower in-
set of Fig. 2(b). Considering SOC, the cylinder is gapped
out everywhere except the band crossings of k points in
the xoz plane (i.e., 3D LaCl belongs to the Class1), as
shown in the upper insets of Fig. 2(b). The calculations
of the eigenvalues of mirror symmetry Mˆy indicate that
the two crossing bands have opposite mirror eigenvalues
±i, which means the nodal lines are protected by mirror
symmetry Mˆy. It is worth noting that the extended nodal
lines in 3D LaCl always appear in pairs, as shown in Fig.
2(e), which is different from the conventional nodal lines.
They can only be annihilated without breaking Mˆy when
they meet in the momentum space.
C. k·p analysis and drumhead-like surface states
As discussed above, the little group at Γ point for 3D
LaX is C2h with generators Iˆ and Mˆy only. In the fol-
lowing, we can prove by a simple k · p analysis in the
vicinity of Γ point that these two symmetries are enough
to guarantee the existence of a pair of nodal lines around
Γ point in 3D LaX. An effective low-energy 2×2 model
capturing the nodal lines can be in general written in the
form
HΓ(k) =
∑
i=x,y,z
di(k)σi (1)
where σi are three Pauli matrices; di(k) are real func-
tions; k = (kx, ky, kz) is the momentum vector relative
to Γ point. The identity matrix σ0 just shifts the Fermi
level and is ignored in Eq. 1. The two crossing bands
around Γ point in 3D LaX have the same parity, which
indicates that the inversion symmetry Iˆ is represented by
Iˆ = σ0. Then, the inversion symmetry requires that
IˆHΓ(k)Iˆ−1 = HΓ(−k) (2)
which means di(k) are even functions of k and can be up
to the second order of k generally written as
di(k) = c
i
0 + c
i
1k
2
x + c
i
2k
2
y + c
i
3k
2
z
+ci4kxky + c
i
5kykz + c
i
6kxkz (3)
5where cin, n = 0, ..., 6, are parameters characterizing the
band structure. In addition, the two crossing bands
have opposite mirror eigenvalues, which means the mirror
symmetry Mˆy can be represented by Mˆy = σz. There-
fore, another constraint on HΓ(k) placed by the mirror
symmetry is
σzH
Γ(kx, ky, kz)σz = H
Γ(kx,−ky, kz) (4)
which leads to
dx/y(kx, ky, kz) = −dx/y(kx,−ky, kz) (5)
dz(kx, ky, kz) = dz(kx,−ky, kz) (6)
Considering the constraints on di(k) (Eq. 3, 5, and 6),
we can get
dx,y(kx, ky, kz)=c
x,y
4 kxky + c
x,y
5 kykz (7)
dz(kx, ky, kz)=c
z
0+c
z
1k
2
x+c
z
2k
2
y+c
z
3k
2
z+c
z
6kxkz (8)
Then, we discuss the constraints on cin and the emer-
gence of nodal lines due to the band inversion at Γ point
in 3D LaX. It is easy to find that the band inversion
requires cz0 < 0. In addition, the band order along the
kx direction shows a transition from inverted to normal
order, which indicates cz1 > 0. However, the two bands
are always inverted along the kz direction, which indi-
cates cz3 < 0. The signs of c
z
n are important to give rise
to nodal lines, which can be easily proved by following
simple discussion. The appearance of the band crossing
points in the ky = 0 plane requires
cz0 + c
z
1k
2
x + c
z
3k
2
z + c
z
6kxkz = 0 (9)
Given 4 ∗ cz1 · cz3 < 0 < (cz6)2, the solutions, the band
crossing points, form a hyperbola in the ky = 0 plane.
Since the existence of nontrivial boundary states is a
hallmark of TNLSs, we have calculated the surface states
of 3D LaCl by constructing the Green’s functions based
on the MLWF method, as shown in Fig. 3(a). It is obvi-
ous that the nontrivial drumhead-like surface states can
be found in the bulk band gap, which confirms that 3D
LaCl is a TNLS clearly. The drumhead-like surface states
should be easily observed in the future experiments, such
as angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES)
or scanning tunnel microscope (STM).
D. Large-gap 2D QAHIs in GdX
Although GdX share the same hexagonal structure as
LaX, the ground magnetic state of GdX is FM2, as dis-
cussed above, which results in different electronic struc-
tures in GdX. GdX have almost the same results, and
thus, we choose GdCl as an example in the following il-
lustration. The band structure of single-layer GdCl with-
out SOC is shown in Fig. 2(c), which shows a similar
dispersion to single-layer LaCl at a quick glance. How-
ever, unlike the single-layer LaCl, the nodal line circled
around Γ point is fully gapped out in the presence of
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Boundary states. (a) The surface
states of 3D LaCl in the (010) plane. (b) The edge states
of single-layer GdCl. The red and blue bands represent the
boundary states located at opposite boundaries.
SOC, as shown in the upper insets of Fig. 2(c). In
spite of the unbroken threefold rotation symmetry Cˆz3 ,
the magnetic order (FM2) breaks the mirror symmetry
Mˆy, which means that the nodal line loses the protec-
tion and is gapped out with a large band gap (39.4 meV
and 61 meV for single-layer GdCl and single-layer GdBr,
respectively).
The band gap opening at the nodal line always induce
topological nontrivial phase, which can be identified by
the calculation of the evolution of Wannier charge cen-
ters (WCC), as shown in Fig. 2(f). It is clearly shown
that single-layer GdCl is a QAHI with Chern number
C = −1. Furthermore, based on the MLWF method, we
carry out the calculation of the edge states, as shown in
Fig. 3(b), in which each edge contains a topologically
protected chiral edge state in the bulk band gap. There-
fore, single-layer GdCl is a large-gap 2D QAHI. When a
2D QAHI is stacked into a 3D material, the 3D material
can evolve into two different nontrivial phases accord-
ing to the interlayer coupling strength: 3D QAHI and
Chern semimetal also called Weyl semimetal (see more
details in the Appendix D). Our calculations show that
3D GdCl is a 3D QAHI due to the extremely weak in-
terlayer binding energy. Compared with the well-known
Chern semimetal, 3D QAHI is studied very few due to
very rare candidates. So 3D GdCl provides an ideal plat-
form for future study.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) The crystal structure of the ABC-stacked graphene. t0 and t1 are the nearest intralayer and interlayer
hoppings, respectively. (b-e) The evolution of the nodal lines with different t1/t0: (b) t1/t0 = 0.1, (c) t1/t0 = 0.9, (d) t1/t0 = 1,
(e) t1/t0 = 1.5. (f-h) The nodal lines in the ABC-stacked graphene calculated by first-principles method. (f, g) The side view
and top view of the nodal lines in the ABC-stacked graphene with interlayer distance 2.53 A˚, respectively. (h) The nodal lines
in the ABC-stacked graphene with interlayer distance 1.63 A˚.
IV. CONCLUSION
To summarize, we show that it is much desirable to
realize spinful nodal lines in 3D layered materials con-
structed by stacking 2D Weyl semimetals. Following
this methodology as a guideline, we propose that fruitful
topological phases can be found in layered ferromagnetic
LnX by using the first-principles calculations and effec-
tive model analysis. More specifically, 3D LaX exhibit
the long perceived spinful nodal lines extending through
the whole BZ, which are protected by mirror symme-
try Mˆy. The spinful nodal lines appearing in pairs are
fairly robust against SOC and can only be removed by
moving them together in the momentum space, which is
totally different from the existing nodal lines. In addi-
tion, 3D GdX, single-layer LaX and single-layer GdX are
rare 3D QAHIs, ideal 2D Weyl semimetals and large-gap
2D QAHIs, respectively. The topological phases in LnX
open a new path to realize exotic fermions, especially the
nodal-line fermions, and to explore many novel proper-
ties.
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Appendix A: Nodal lines in layered materials
In order to clearly illustrate the evolution of band
crossings from 2D to 3D systems, we choose an ABC-
stacked graphene as an example containing two inequiv-
alent sublattices with only one pz-type orbital for each
sublattice, as shown in Fig. 4(a). To simplify our il-
lustration, only the nearest intralayer (t0) and interlayer
hoppings (t1) have been taken into consideration, and
a 2×2 Slater-Koster69 tight-binding (TB) model under
the crystal symmetry restrictions can be written down
as follows:
H(k) =
(
0 t0δ(k) + t1λ(k)
∗ 0
)
(A1)
where δ(k) = e2pii(
1
3kx+
1
3ky− 23kz) + e2pii(
1
3kx− 23ky+ 13kz) +
e2pii(−
2
3kx+
1
3ky+
1
3kz), λ(k) = e2pii(
1
3kx+
1
3ky+
1
3kz). kx,y,z
are defined with respect to the reciprocal lattice vectors.
It is well known that there are two band crossings at
the Fermi level in the momentum space of graphene70,
which are protected by space inversion Iˆ and time rever-
sal (T ) symmetries and constrained at K and K′ points
respectively by threefold rotation symmetry about the
z-axis (Cˆz3 ). When 2D graphene layers are stacked in
an ABC-type pattern and the interlayer coupling is very
weak (t1/t0 = 0.1), the band crossing points located at
K and K′ points evolve into two extended nodal lines,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4(b). As discussed in the
main text, the nodal lines can only be annihilated when
they meet in the momentum space, which can be eas-
ily seen by increasing the interlayer coupling strength.
When t1/t0 = 0.9, the nodal lines are bended greatly
and nearly touch each other, as shown in Fig. 4(c). At
the critical point ( t1/t0 = 1), the nodal lines connect
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The LDA+U-calculated projected density of states of 3D LaCl (a) and 2D GdCl (b). The fatted band
structures of 3D LaCl (c) and 2D GdCl (d) by LDA+U calculations. The blue and red dots represent the weights of Ln |dz2〉
and |dx2−y2〉+ |dxy〉, respectively. The LDA+U+SOC band structures of 3D LaCl (e, f) and 2D GdCl (g, h).
with each other and become a nodal chain20, as shown
in Fig. 4(d). If we continue to increase t1/t0 to 1.5,
the nodal chain becomes a closed nodal line, as shown
in Fig. 4(e). The closed nodal line can be gapped out
when t1/t0 = 3. Therefore, the nodal lines in the layered
materials are very robust, and it is much promising to
search for the TNLSs in this kind of materials.
In order to check whether this simple TB model can
capture the main physics of the evolution, we have cal-
culated the electronic structures of the ABC-stacked
graphene by the first-principles method, as shown in Fig.
4(f-h). When the interlayer distance equals to 3 A˚, we get
two nearly straight nodal lines, which are similar to the
results in Fig. 4(b). Then we decrease the interlayer dis-
tance to increase the interlayer binding strength. When
the interlayer distance equals to 2.53 A˚, the straight
nodal lines are bended spirally, as shown in Fig. 4(f). If
we view the nodal lines along z-direction (top view), the
nodal lines form a ring circled around K and K′ points,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 4(g). The size of the rings
has a monotonically increasing relationship with the in-
terlayer coupling strength. At certain interlayer distance
the two nodal lines touch each other, and the extended
lines become closed lines in the BZ after the critical point.
As shown in Fig. 4(h), there are two closed nodal lines
in the BZ when the interlayer distance equals to 1.63 A˚.
Although the number of the closed nodal lines are not
equal to the results obtained from the TB model, the
evolution of the nodal lines calculated by the TB and
first-principles methods are qualitatively similar.
Appendix B: Magnetic configurations and total
energy calculations in LnX
Considering the partial occupations of localized or-
bitals of Ln, we propose four different collinear mag-
netic structures (FM1, FM2, AFM1, and AFM2) of LnX,
as shown in Fig. 1b. As we can see, the magnetic
moments of collinear FM1/AFM1 and FM2/AFM2 are
aligned along the y- and the z-directions, respectively.
Then, the first-principles total energy calculations are
preformed based on the four magnetic structures, and
the results are shown in Table I, which clearly indicates
that single-layer LnX have the same ground states as that
of 3D LnX. To be specific, the total energies of the AFM
states are about 19, 27, 138, and 198 meV/u.c. higher
than that of the FM states for LaCl, LaBr, GdCl and
GdBr, respectively. Moreover, although the FM states
have very close total energies, LaX and GdX prefer dif-
ferent FM states, i.e. FM1, and FM2, respectively. For
3D LaCl/3D LaBr (single-layer LaCl/single-layer LaBr),
FM1 states further lower the total energy about 2.09/1.52
meV/u.c. (1.94/1.61 meV/u.c.) compared with the FM2
states, while the total energies of FM2 states are about
0.72/1.08 meV/u.c. (0.78/0.99 meV/u.c.) lower than
that of FM1 states for 3D GdCl/3D GdBr (single-layer
GdCl/single-layer GdBr). As discussed in the main text,
the different magnetic orders break different crystal sym-
metries and give rise to fruitful topological nontrivial
phases in LnX.
Appendix C: Electronic structures of LnX
The projected density of states of 3D LaCl and 2D
GdCl calculated by LDA+U are shown in Fig. 5(a) and
8TABLE I. The converged total energies (unit: eV) of four different magnetic structures (FM1, FM2, AFM1, and AFM2) for
LnX.
Config. 3D LaCl 2D LaCl 3D LaBr 2D LaBr 3D GdCl 2D GdCl 3D GdBr 2D GdBr
FM1 -16.63271 -16.51641 -14.77393 -14.70523 -38.71503 -38.76298 -37.40773 -37.42195
FM2 -16.63062 -16.51447 -14.77241 -14.70362 -38.71575 -38.76376 -37.40881 -37.42294
AFM1 -16.61171 -16.49404 -14.74455 -14.67597 -38.57725 -38.62517 -37.21060 -37.22607
AFM2 -16.60992 -16.49223 -14.74311 -14.67425 -38.57707 -38.62562 -37.21102 -37.22683
5(b), respectively. As we can see, Cl p orbitals of 3D LaCl
and 2D GdCl are mainly contributed to the states in the
energy intervals (-6.5 eV to -5.1 eV) and (-6.2 eV to -4.6),
respectively. La f orbitals are unoccupied for both spin
up and spin down channels, while the spin up compo-
nents of Gd f orbitals are fully occupied and locate from
-9.2 eV to -9.1 eV. For the bands around the Fermi level
(0 eV), it is clearly shown that they are dominated by
the Ln d and Ln f orbitals. In order to get detail orbital
character of the crossing bands, we performed the fatted
band structure calculations, as shown in Fig. 5(c) and
5(d). As pointed out in the main text, the point group
of nonmagnetic LnX is D3d, five degenerate d orbitals in
the trigonal field effect are split into one singlet (dz2) and
two doublets (one is dx2−y2 and dxy, and the other one is
dxz and dyz). It is obvious that there exists an obvious
weight exchange near the Fermi level and the two cross-
ing bands are dominated by Ln |dz2〉 and |dx2−y2〉+|dxy〉,
whose weights are represented by the size of the blue
and red dots, respectively. By combining these atomic
orbitals, the explicit form of the two low-energy states
can be written down as r1(|Ln1dz2〉 − |Ln2dz2〉) and
a combination of r2(|Ln1dx2−y2〉 − |Ln2dx2−y2〉) and
r3(|Ln1dxy〉−|Ln2dxy〉), where r1, r2 and r3 are material-
dependent coefficients. For example, for 3D LaCl, r1, r2
and r3 equal to 0.359, 0.342 and 0.342, respectively.
In addition, the nontrivial properties of 3D LaCl and
2D GdCl are checked with different U, which are shown in
Fig. 5(e), 5(f), 5(g) and 5(h). By increasing U, the depth
of the band inversion at Γ point decreases monotonously
for both 3D LaCl and 2D GdCl. However, the nodal lines
in 3D LaCl and QAHI in 2D GdCl can still be found when
U = 8 eV. Therefore, it is very promising to find these
nontrivial phases in ferromagnetic LnX.
Appendix D: 3D QAHI and Chern semimetal
2D QAHI characterized by nonzero Chern number and
quantized Hall conductance exhibits robust dissipation-
less chiral edge states in the bulk band gap, as shown in
Fig. 6(a). As discussed in the main text, the 3D mate-
rial constructed by stacking the 2D QAHI with C=1 may
evolve into two different topological nontrivial phases,
including 3D QAHI and Chern semimetal (also called
Weyl semimetal), as shown in Fig. 6(b) and 6(c), re-
spectively. When the interlayer binding strength is very
weak, the 3D material is a 3D QAHI with C = 1 for all
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a, b, c) Schematics of 2D QAHI,
3D QAHI and Chern semimetal, respectively. (d, e) The
Chern number C as function of kz for 3D QAHI and Chern
semimetal, respectively.
kx-, ky- or kz-fixed planes in the 3D BZ, which is con-
sistent with previous result44. To be specific, we choose
kz-fixed planes as examples for the illustration, as shown
in Fig. 6(d). For 3D material with strong interlayer
binding strength (Chern semimetal), the Chern number
equals to 1 for the plane with −kcz < kz < kcz, and equals
to 0 for the plane with −pi < kz < −kcz or kcz < kz < pi,
as shown in 6(e). At the critical plane with kz = −kcz
(kz = k
c
z), there is a Weyl node with chiral charge 1 (−1).
Although the Chern semimetal has been well studied42,
the research on 3D QAHI is very few owing to the lack
of promising candidates. Therefore, 3D GdX without
trivial pocket will greatly facilitate the research on the
nontrivial properties in 3D QAHI.
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